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“Where the adventure never stops...
Your one stop away from home”

Terms and Conditions
Herewith we wish to thank you for the confidence that you have put in us for your amazing stay/ holiday/
function. It is of utmost great pleasure that we would like to entertain you and ensure that your stay/visit
with us is worth while…… a memory to keep.
Terms and Conditions as follow: (please ensure to keep with the rules and regulations, it is for you safety
and piece of mind)
1. All rates are exclusive of VAT
2. Rates indicated on the website are to be used as a guideline and could vary based on availability and
season.
3. Final rates will be confirmed via quotation.
4. No smoking in the units and or bathrooms. Smoking allowed outside all the units with the necessary
containers for butts, etc. as well as in our braai areas, etc.
5. None of the animals of Gazella Game Lodge to be fed from the tables.
6. Our animals are not allowed in any of the units and/or at the swimming pool. Please do not carry any
of Gazella Game Lodge’s pets around and also see to it that your kids do not carry them around.
7. No shooting allowed at the Lodge and between the vehicles. Shooting only allowed for hunting and
when it has been arranged accordingly.
8. Weapons to be kept in the units at all times, until you are on your way for hunting. No weapons
allowed outside the units.
9. No weapons allowed in the field while Game Driving or such, unless beforehand arranged by the
Management or Personnel of Gazella Game Lodge.
10. No alcohol allowed from outside the premises since Gazella Game Lodge is a fully Licenced premises.
11. Bookings essential….. no guest will be allowed unless booking/arrangement has been made.
12. Gazella Game Lodge is a Private Property and therefor Right of Admission is permitted.
13. The Personnel/ Management of Gazella Game Lodge and Zandraai Boerdery has the right to request
guests to leave the premises immediately in the case of any miss behaviour.
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You enter the premises at own risk as well as all activities. Gazella Game Lodge, the Personnel, and
Zandraai Boerdery will not be liable for any losses of theft, damage, injuries, death, whether it is by an
accident or act of God. Please inform us of any items to be locked away for safe keeping. Keep in mind of
Wild Life on the premises, rather be safe than sorry.
You will be held responsible for any losses/ damages or any part of items of Gazella Game Lodge due to
you or your guests, whether it is by accident or negligence.
For any queries, feedback (good or bad), and/or suggestions please speak to the Personnel/
Management. We can assure you of our best services at all times.

